
In addition to the assigned food below, everyone should bring:                                                                          

12 pk of soda OR water  (don't bring both) and 1 snack item

Name.first Name.last FOOD

Jamie Abbott sliced cheese bag potato chips
Mark Akers 1# sandwich meat bx saltine cracker
Brittany Alwine 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
Roosevelt Baker sliced cheese bag potato chips
John Becker shredded cheese bag potato chips
Marc Begnoche 1# sandwich meat bag of fritos
Michael Behrens 1# sandwich meat bx saltine cracker
Jane Belinfante sliced cheese bag potato chips
Jerry Brands 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
richard bravo 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
Erik Burris sliced cheese bag of fritos
Scott Catchpool 1# sandwich meat bx saltine cracker
Andy Chase 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
Jerri Drummond sliced cheese bag potato chips
Bob Fessler shredded cheese bag potato chips
Ricardo Figueroa 1# sandwich meat bag of fritos
Julie Fortin 1# sandwich meat bx saltine cracker
Paula Gottier sliced cheese bag potato chips
Chuck Gubbels 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
Randy Hansen 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
Candyce Hemmer sliced cheese bag of fritos
Tharon Heuston 1# sandwich meat bx saltine cracker
Eloise Hiemke 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
Jude Holzer sliced cheese bag potato chips
Matthew Hunt shredded cheese bag potato chips
Bob Hupf 1# sandwich meat bag of fritos
Tom Johannsen 1# sandwich meat bx saltine cracker
Kelsi Jurik sliced cheese bag potato chips
Paul Keeney 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
Mark Kirlin sliced cheese bag of fritos
Richard Klahn 1# sandwich meat bx saltine cracker
Gil Kreul 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
Bill Krivohlavek sliced cheese bag potato chips
Christina Lange shredded cheese bag potato chips
Haleigh Lewis 1# sandwich meat bx saltine cracker
Gregg List sliced cheese bag potato chips
John Mauch 1# sandwich meat bx saltine cracker
Loren Mauch 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
Merlyn McFee sliced cheese bag potato chips
Jim Meining 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
Jimmie Milam 1# sandwich meat bag of fritos
Christina Modrell sliced cheese bx saltine cracker
Nick Neibauer 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
Jose Ocasio 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
Taylor Rhodes sliced cheese bag potato chips
Tim Salmen shredded cheese bag of fritos
Ruthanne Schmitt 1# sandwich meat bx saltine cracker
Chris Shank 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips



In addition to the assigned food below, everyone should bring:                                                                          

12 pk of soda OR water  (don't bring both) and 1 snack item

Name.first Name.last FOOD
Kathy Shepard 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
Brad Skinner sliced cheese bag potato chips
Karen Sloan shredded cheese bag potato chips
Ryan Stejskal 1# sandwich meat bx saltine cracker
Conley Straight sliced cheese bag potato chips
Ron Stump 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
April Sutor 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
Chuck Taylor sliced cheese bag of fritos
Steve Thomas 1# sandwich meat bx saltine cracker
Ryan Tighe 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
Kurtis Trout sliced cheese bag potato chips
Ahmad Vossoughi shredded cheese bag potato chips
Eddie Walters 1# sandwich meat bag of fritos
Jackie Warrick 1# sandwich meat bx saltine cracker
Marcy Welch sliced cheese bag potato chips
Lindsay Welch shredded cheese bag potato chips
Vince Werkman 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
Craig Werner 1# sandwich meat bag of fritos
Craig Wiedel sliced cheese bx saltine cracker
Luke Willamon 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
Cindy Wingert 1# sandwich meat bag potato chips
Peg Winters sliced cheese bag potato chips


